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the road surface towards the ridge which has just been
e of the waves so formed depends on the position in the
vhether at the sides or in the centre portion of the road.
s in the centre are more regular in shape, and often less
than the waves at the sides of the road, where the wheels
e direction only. The shape of the latter is different,
wheels strike one side of the slope only, in consequence
ae other side becomes banked up by the ground-out
3 of these waves, in a case taken near the channel and on
milar to those shown in Fig. 143. The difference in the
>es on each side of the wave is most marked.
Jiar wave-forming feature of the rear-wheel drive
ed in practice by driving a motor-car over an obstruction
; the vibration, and then repeating the operation at the
but running free. The vibration experienced, and its
the latter case, is very much less than when the vehicle
Ting action.
3oint of interest is the influence of the wheel-base on
iven vehicles.    It has long been observed that vehicles
g wheel-base were much steadier than vehicles possessing
^1-base.    The explanation of this is to be found in Fig.
he vertical component rotates about the front axle, the
ing the wheel-base, L    It would appear that the question
, as in the case of a cantilever having a load at one end,
the case, and that the effect of the periodic upward
at the rear axle on the mass of the body itself varies
the cube of the wheel-base (Z3).    It is certain that there
ference in behaviour on a bad road between a vehicle
rheel-base and one with a short wheel-base.
ly, where there are several vehicles of the same type and
gth of wheel-base running upon a particular road, the
effect is infinitely greater, because each one of them
le same manner, and waviness is quickly set up.-  There
good ground for suggesting that motor-buses on a par-
,e should be varied in design, especially in the length of
Standardization of this kind in motor and other similar
>t to be desired, from the road engineer's point of view.
king.
n is caused by the continual braking of vehicles in the
of a road.    The reverse action to driving and the
>ne or both rear wheels to skid put a gre^t strain on the

